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Go off the
beaten path

Choose from a variety of exhilarating excursions in
Saint Lucia and embark upon the adventure of a lifetime!
OUR AWARDS

MILD’R TO WILD’R ADVENTURE TOUR METERS

WARM’R

MILD’R

STARTS
HERE
DURATIONS DO NOT INCLUDE TRAVEL TIME

WILD’R

Whether it’s a laid-back, relaxing “mild” journey you seek, a “wild” adventure
to thrill your spirit, or a “warm” experience in between, Island Routes has the
perfect tour for everyone! Join us as we take you off the resort and into the heart
of Saint Lucia, where no matter which adventure you choose, you’ll feel the vibe
of our island and create memories that will last a lifetime!

Don’t
forget

to BRING
Make sure to
check with the
Island Routes
Tour Desk to find
out what items
you will need

CASH

CAMERA

WATER

SUNBLOCK

BUG SPRAY

SUNGLASSES

TOWELS

BACKPACK

WATER SHOES

Some tours are physically demanding and are not suitable for women who are
pregnant or individuals with heart conditions, back or neck problems, motion
sickness, fear of heights, recent arm or hand surgery, or any other physical challenges.

NORTH
COAST

EAST COAST

RODNEY
BAY

GEORGE F.L. CHARLES
AIRPORT

Dennery

Castries

Once a major naval port
and British v. French
battleground, this historic
town is now the island’s
bustling capital and
shopping mecca.

WEST COAST

Home to the island’s most
beautiful waterfall (Errard Falls),
an exciting zip line course and
scenic nature trails.

MARIGOT
BAY
ANSE
LA RAYE

PITONS

SOUTH
COAST

MICOUD

Vieux Fort

This is where “X” marks the spot for some
of Blackbeard’s hidden treasures. Other
treasures include the island’s largest fish
market and the Maria Islands
Nature Reserve.

Soufriere

This is the island’s original capital city,
where the Pitons, Sulphur Springs, Saint
Lucia’s Rainforest and historic plantation
estates are located.

HEWENNORA INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
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Home to turquoise seascapes, the world’s only drive-in volcano and acres
of lush botanical gardens, Saint Lucia is known for some of the world’s
most spectacular sights. Among one of the most captivating spots is
the UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Pitons; volcanic twin peaks,
Gros Piton and Petit Piton, that rise high above the turquoise sea. It’s a
destination you need to explore! From resort pick up to drop off, you’ll
experience the best of Saint Lucia with Island Routes. We offer a variety
of professional guided excursions, the most impressive sights, the highest
safety standards, and endless fun.

WARM’R

DURATION |

HORSEBACK RIDE ‘N’ SWIM

RUGGED ROMANCE

Saddle up and explore the incredibly
gorgeous island of Saint Lucia on horseback.
You and your gentle horse will trek through
a quaint village for panoramic views of the
rugged Atlantic coastline, cross the sandy
beach and trot through the warm, turquoise
waters of the Atlantic. Enjoy the ride of your
life!

Go BIG before you go home! Climb aboard our
powerful, 5.7-litre, V8 engine Monster Truck for
a tour of Saint Lucia we guarantee you’ll never
forget! Explore the village of Soufriere, home
of the world-renowned Pitons, the world’s only
drive-in volcano and one of the Caribbean’s
most beautiful waterfalls. Then head to the shore
where you can relax and enjoy complimentary
beverages and a delicious local meal. Enjoy more
sightseeing as your personal guide shares the
island’s riveting history.

WILD’R

2 hrs

DURATION | 3.5 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DOLPHIN & WHALE
WATCHING EXPERIENCE

WILD’R

MILD’R

Experience the magical splendor of our
unique dolphin and whale watching journey.
Cruise along the scenic coastline as we make
our way to the west coast of the island
where the most spectacular sightings have
occurred. Depending on the season, you can
spot Pilot, Sperm and Humpback whales, as
well as Stripped, Pantropical, Spinner and
Bottlenose dolphins.
DURATION |

4 hrs

POWER BOAT & PITONS HIKE

WILD’R

DURATION |

7 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION |

2 hrs

Come and experience the beauty of Saint Lucia
from land and sea! As you board our powerboat,
we’ll have coffee and snacks ready for you to
enjoy on the boat ride across the early morning
waters to Soufriere. Once there, we’ll head out
of the town, to the foot of the Gros Piton. Your
intense two-hour hike up the mountain starts at
600 feet above sea-level, where you’ll experience
the most incredible views of the island! After
the hike, you’ll head back down to base for a
delicious creole lunch and swimming for some
well-deserved relaxation.
This is an intense 4-hour hike.

PARROT’S BATH & HIKE

ATV ADVENTURE

Journey across the island driving through the
city of Castries to one of Saint Lucia’s most
beautiful rainforests home to 23 species of
birds, including the National Bird, the Saint
Lucian Parrot.Take a scenic hike through the
rainforest paths teeming with exotic flora
and wildlife. Then enjoy a refreshing dip in a
natural river pool. Finally, savor some local
delicacies and fruit at Parrot’s Bath.

Explore the island’s incredible beauty on a
thrilling off-road adventure. Maneuver your
all-terrain vehicle past panoramic views of
the dramatic coastline, along rugged trails,
up hills and through quaint villages. Get dirty
and revel in an adventure you’ll never forget.
1-hour riding time.
Please note that a valid drivers license is required.

WILD’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

WILD’R

DURATION |

TREETOP ZIP TRIP ADVENTURE

TROPICAL JEEP SAFARI

See the world from a bird’s-eye view, high
above the lush tropical landscape. Enjoy
soaring from tree to tree on Saint Lucia’s
longest, fastest and highest ziplines, while
you take in incredible panoramic views of
the island.

Discover the majestic beauty of Saint Lucia
in an open-top jeep safari. Begin with a trek
up Morne Fortune (Hill of Good Luck), for
the most breathtaking view of the city. Then,
you’ll leave modern civilization behind and
head to the quaint fishing village of Anse
La Raye. Stop to hike through the lush
rainforest, sample exotic fruit and bask in
a refreshing river pool. On the drive back,
enjoy chilled sodas and beers while you take
in the gorgeous countryside.

WILD’R

2 hrs

DURATION |

4 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

SOUFRIERE/ VIEUX FORT/ CASTRIES

CASTRIES

WILD’R

DURATION | 4.5 hrs

DUNE BUGGY & ZIPLINE COMBO

SOUFRIERE SAFARI

This is your chance to experience a one-ofa-kind adventure. Jump in an all-terrain,
two or four-seater buggy and drive yourself
along the picturesque coast of Saint Lucia
to the heart of the rainforest. There, you’ll
soar from tree to tree on the longest, highest
and fastest ziplines on the island. After
conquering the course, browse the gift shop
before continuing to a fantastic waterfall for
a refreshing swim. Then hop back onto your
buggy for some more sightseeing.

Take the wheel of an all-terrain buggy and
explore the stunning beauty of Saint Lucia’s
West Coast. Motor through winding roads,
dense forests and lush vegetation to the
legendary town of Soufriere, where the island’s
rich history comes alive. Experience the
world’s only drive-in volcano surrounded by
bubbling sulfur springs. Then, make your way
to a picturesque waterfall and plunge in for a
rejuvenating swim. Feast on mouth-watering
local delicacies at a hilltop restaurant granting a
magnificent view of the majestic Pitons.

WILD’R

Please note that a valid drivers license is required.

DURATION |

6 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

VIEUX FORT/ CASTRIES

ISLAND ROUTES NORTHERN
SIGHTS BUGGY ADVENTURE

WILD’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION
CASTRIES

Kick your excitement into high gear as you
drive your own buggy, on and off-road,
through Northern Saint Lucia. Explore the
island’s lush rainforests, pristine beaches and
Cactus Valley. Then, head to Cap Estate, the
“Beverly Hills of Saint Lucia,” where you’ll
cruise the vibrant streets of Rodney Bay
and cheer on the kite-surfers at Cas en Bas.
Finally, ascend the peaks of Morne Citron
and Point Hardy, boasting breathtaking
coast-to-coast views.
Please note that a valid drivers license is required.

Please note that a valid drivers license is required.

SOUFRIERE JEEP DISCOVERY

WILD’R

DURATION |

6 hrs

LOCATION
CASTRIES

Take a jeep tour of Saint Lucia through scenic
banana plantations, fishing villages, and
rainforest with lush tropical vegetation.
Your guides will share local history and
stories about significant sites as you journey
to Soufriere, home of the majestic Pitons.
First stop is Morne Coubaril, a 250-acre
working plantation, where you’ll learn about
18th century plantation life. From there,
you’ll head to the sparkling Toraile Waterfall
and Sulphur Springs drive-in volcano. Then
enjoy a delicious buffet lunch prepared with
fresh local ingredients at a restaurant nestled
in a tropical garden.

FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

Discover

soufriere
Island Routes
with

WARM’R

DURATION |

7 hrs

Sail along the picturesque West Coast, while
you enjoy a delicious, light breakfast. You’ll
pass quaint fishing villages as we cruise to the
charming town of Soufriere. Once there, we’ll
head to the Botanical Gardens and Diamond
waterfall, where you can take a nourishing
dip in the mineral baths. Experience lunch
at a plantation and explore an 18th century
village. Then, sail back along the coast for
a snorkeling stop and some amazing photo
opportunities of the beautiful Marigot Bay.

LOCATION
CASTRIES

MILD’R

MILD’R

DURATION |

VOLCANO HIGHLIGHT

SOUFRIERE SPEED BOAT TOUR

Your journey will begin in the charming
fishing villages of Anse La Raye and Canaries
and continues past a working banana
plantation. Then, visit the island’s historic
capital, Soufriere, where you will visit the
world famous Sulphur Springs, site of the
world’s only drive-in volcano.

Speed across the West Coast of Saint Lucia past
Marigot Bay and the charming fishing villages
of Anse La Raye and Canaries as you make
your way to Soufriere, home of the worldrenowned Pitons. We will have a bus waiting to
take you to the island’s only drive-in volcano,
where you can take a therapeutic mineral mud
bath and a refreshing swim in a waterfall. Once
you’re feeling re-energized, you’ll return to the
boat and journey to an amazing snorkeling
spot, teeming with vibrant, exotic marine life.
Lunch is included and the party heats up on the
way back to port.

WILD’R

5 hrs

DURATION |

6 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION |

6 hrs

PRIVATE SOUFRIERE GETAWAY

SOUFRIERE ADVENTURE CRUISE

Indulge in a supremely romantic experience
made just for two, where a private driver
will chauffeur you around the island. Take
a scenic drive down the West Coast of the
island, passing through the quaint fishing
villages of Anse La Raye and Canaries. Then,
explore the town of Soufriere, best known for
the Botanical Gardens, volcanic mineral baths
and Toraile Waterfall. Gaze at the dramatic
beauty of the Pitons and immerse yourself in
the magic of this charming island.

Take a relaxing catamaran day cruise down
the West Coast to Soufriere. Enjoy the rugged
beauty of the coastline and the spectacular
view of the majestic Pitons. Once in Soufriere,
enjoy a walking tour of the Sulphur Springs
and the picturesque Toraile Waterfall. Then
head to Morne Coubaril for an estate tour,
cocoa making demonstration and a delicious
creole lunch. Your journey continues back on
the catamaran as we cruise to Anse Cochon
for some snorkeling. Finally it’s on to the
quaint town of Marigot Bay for a photo op
before sailing back to the dock.

WARM’R

DURATION |

7 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

WILD’R

WARM’R

WARM’R

PARTY IN THE BAY

SUNSET EVENING PARTY CRUISE

Party from the shores of Rodney Bay
Marina, down the coast, to Windjammer
Bay aboard the Caribbean’s most exciting
party cruise. Enjoy the spectacular night
lights of Choc Bay, Castries and the
Morne. Savor a variety of hors d’oeuvres
and drinks, while you dance under the
stars to island beats spun by our onboard
DJ. Then, cruise back up the moonlit coast
and enjoy views of Reduit Beach.

After the sun sets in paradise it’s time
to party! Join us aboard the ultimate
party cruise sailing along Saint Lucia’s
spectacular coastline. Enjoy delicious
appetizers and a bar serving cocktails,
rum punch, draft beer, wines, and
champagne. Dance the night away
to tropical tempos as we sail along
the horizon. Keep an eye out for the
magnificent green flash as the sun dips
below the shimmering sea.

DURATION | 2.5 hrs

WARM’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION |

6 hrs

ESCAPE TO PARADISE BEACH

PITON SUNSET CRUISE

Set sail along Saint Lucia’s majestic coast
to a private white-sand beach and then to
the majestic Pitons. Anchor at the serene
shores of Anse Mahaut and enjoy a day of
exploring or just relaxing with a refreshing
drink from our bar. From snorkeling and
sunbathing to beachcombing and savoring
a delicious barbeque prepared by our
onboard chef, this signature excursion
promises a fun-filled day and life-long
memories

Kick back, relax and enjoy gorgeous views
of Saint Lucia as you make your way to
the majestic Pitons. In the early afternoon,
jump into the shimmering blue waters
at the base of the volcanic peaks for an
unforgettable swim and snorkel. Then, sail
into the sunset and enjoy Caribbean beats,
drinks and appetizers as the sky highlights
the Pitons with hues of orange, amber and
gold. You may even be lucky enough to see
the elusive green flash

MILD’R

DURATION |

5 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION
CASTRIES

PIRATE SUNSET CRUISE

LOVERS’ ROCK SUNSET CRUISE

There’s no better way to enjoy the stunning
St. Lucian sunset! Experience a one-of-akind sunset cruise along the coast of St.
Lucia aboard a 16th Century replica of the
square-rigged galleon, Black Magic. On
board, you’ll enjoy complimentary appetizers
and drinks including fruit punch, rum punch,
sodas, champagne and rum mixes. Listen to
the sounds of Caribbean music as well as
international hits on the ship as the sun dips
to the west and the evening sets in. You can
simply enjoy the romance of the setting sun
or party like there’s no tomorrow!

Sail off into the sunset on this romantic
cruise, featuring stunning views of the
horizon lit with hues of red, pink and
orange–you may even get a glimpse of the
mysterious green flash. Savor delectable
hors d’oeuvres and enjoy a bar stocked
with margaritas, rum punch, beers,
wines, and champagne. Find a cozy spot
to be with your loved one to take in this
unforgettable experience.
MILD’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION
CASTRIES

Explore IA
C
U
L
T
N
I
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MILD’R

DURATION | 3.8 hrs
LOCATION

SOUFRIERE/ VIEUX FORT/ CASTRIES

WILD’R

WARM’R

DURATION | 10 hrs

MILLET NATURE TRAIL

LATILLE WATERFALL & GARDENS

This invigorating hike through the rainforest
and aviary is the ultimate adventure for bird
and nature lovers. Walk through the Millet
Bird Sanctuary–home to over 30 different
bird species, including the St. Lucian Parrot.
As you follow the trail, you’ll discover
the distinct aromas of moss and the Bois
L’Ansans tree bark, a.k.a the incense tree.
In addition to bird spotting, the sanctuary
offers breathtaking views of the island’s
largest mountain and the Eastern Caribbean’s
largest dam. Whether you love birds or just
the beauty of nature, this adventure is worth
every step.

Nestled on the edge of the rainforest on
Saint Lucia’s east coast, is an enchanting
oasis. Your journey begins with a scenic
drive passing quaint villages and the town
of Vieux Fort to the exotic Latille Waterfall
and Gardens. These lush grounds are laden
with blooming flowers, fruit trees and
herbs and feature a cascading waterfall that
descends 20 feet from the mountain. Take
in the beauty of the rainforest and enjoy a
leisurely stroll along scenic trails or a dip in
Latille’s natural pool!

MILD’R

DURATION |

4 hrs

LOCATION
VIEUX FORT / SOUFRIERE

WET & WILD

LAND & SEA ADVENTURE

Sail down Saint Lucia’s scenic West Coast
to Soufriere where you’ll hop on a two or
four-seater buggy. Get wild and dirty as
you ride to Saint Lucia’s famous Pitons
and stop for a delicious lunch. Then race
along rugged back roads to Soufriere,
where you’ll tour the drive-in volcano,
take a dip in mineral mud baths and cool
off at the beautiful Toraille Waterfall.
Afterwards, you’ll board our catamaran
for a snorkeling trip along the base of the
Pitons before sailing off into the sunset.

Take in the best of Saint Lucia by land and sea.
Ride through a working banana plantation,
Marigot Bay and the fishing village of Anse La
Raye as you make your way to Soufriere, home
of the majestic Pitons. Enjoy a stroll through
the Botanical Gardens and an authentic Creole
lunch before heading to Sulphur Springs, the
world’s only drive-in volcano. The adventure
continues with a catamaran cruise along the
coast, which includes a stop for snorkeling.
Get ready to experience the best Saint Lucia
has to offer!

WARM’R

DURATION |

7 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION | 1.5 hrs

WATERFALL CYCLING ADVENTURE

SPICES COOKING STUDIO

This tour is an adventure seeker’s dream! If
you want to experience the real Saint Lucia,
this is the tour for you. Cycle through forest
trails and get an up close look at the beauty
of the rainforest. Your knowledgeable guide
will point out and tell you about the exotic
trees, fruits, spices, flowers and wildlife that
call the forest home. This scenic ride stops
at Dennery Waterfall for you to enjoy an
invigorating dip at the base of the cascading
falls. Remember to bring a camera to capture
amazing photos along the way!

Indulge in the flavors of the island by learning
to cook and savor authentic Saint Lucian
cuisine. Your experience begins with a scenic
drive north, passing Rodney Bay Village
and Marina and the residential area of Cap
Estate, to Spices Cooking Studio. Located
in a charming home, the studio presents
breathtaking views of the Atlantic side of the
island and a warm welcome with local fruit.
Spend some time in a fragrant herb garden
and then learn how to prepare a delicious
local meal, which you’ll get to enjoy dining
al fresco.

MILD’R

DURATION | 3.5 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES/ SOUFRIERE/ VIEUX FORT

CASTRIES

MILD’R

DURATION | 10 hrs
LOCATION

CHOCOLATE DECADENCE

NORTHERN HISTORY TOUR

This decadent journey is a chocolate lover’s
dream, which begins aboard a luxurious
catamaran cruise to Soufriere to visit the
renowned Hotel Chocolat. On this bean
to bar experience you get to make your
very own bar of chocolate using estate
grown cocoa. Then, savor a gourmet lunch
at Le Boucan, where every menu item
incorporates cocoa. End the day with a dip in
therapeutic mud baths and a catamaran sail
back up the coast for some swimming and
snorkeling and enjoy the sunset as you head
back to port.

Immerse yourself in the rich history of Saint
Lucia. Visit the Vigie Lighthouse and enjoy
remarkable views of the coastline as you
journey to Morne Fortune, an 18th century
battleground between the French and British
militaries. Continue cross-country into quaint
villages and to the birthplace of Napoleon
Bonaparte’s wife. Then, enjoy scenic vistas at
Pigeon Island, which served as a naval base
between the 17th and 19th centuries. This
relaxing adventure is packed with riveting
stories!

MILD’R

4 hrs

LOCATION

CASTRIES

MILD’R

DURATION |

CASTRIES

SUGAR TO RUM REVELATION

MT. PIMARD SEGWAY TOUR

Explore the historic area of Morne
Fortune, followed by Roseau Valley,
Saint Lucia’s largest banana plantation.
Next, it’s off to learn about the history
of sugar and sample an array of
locally produced rums and liquors at a
distillery. On your return trip, stop at the
picturesque Marigot Bay for a once-in-alifetime photo opportunity.

Ride your off-road Segway up a scenic trail
to the top of Mt. Pimard, located in the heart
of Rodney Bay. Stop for a taste of local fruit
and at a charming fish pond nestled on the
mountainside. As you head back down the trail,
the panoramic views at Belle View Point will
leave you speechless.

WARM’R

DURATION | 2.5 hrs

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

BEST OF SAINT LUCIA CULTURAL &
HERITAGE TOUR

MILD’R

Experience a hands-on cultural exploration
of Saint Lucia. Head into the lush
countryside where locals will teach you
about several traditions: making cassava
bread from scratch, demonstrating the art
of wood sawing and how to dance to a
Chak Chak band. Then, visit the town of
Castries, known for its rich history and
colonial architecture.
DURATION |

4 hrs

SEA TREK ADVENTURE DIVING
Ever wondered how it would feel to walk
in space or wanted to explore the mysteries
of the deep sea? Sea Trek gives you the
ultimate zero gravity experience in a stunning
underwater setting. Descend with a Sea Trek
helmet into the waters off Pigeon Island and
begin your underwater stroll among exotic
marine species such as eagle rays, zebra fish,
sea horses, turtles and more.
WILD’R

Also includes a tour of the historic pigeon island.
DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

WILD’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

SNUBA ADVENTURE

RUNAWAY GOLFER

Experience the thrill of scuba diving with
the ease of snorkeling on a guided SNUBA®
adventure. Relax and enjoy the fun of
breathing underwater without the heavy
equipment. Descend from the gently sloping
beach to as deep as 20 feet under the sea for
an up-close look at Saint Lucia’s diverse and
colorful marine life including flounder, blue
tang, parrotfish, squirrelfish, spiny lobster,
arrow crabs, octopus, barrel sponge and
brain coral.

Saint Lucia Golf Club offers some of the
best rounds in the Caribbean. This 18-hole,
par-71 course plays 6,685 yards off the blues
and attracts a USGA rating of 74.3. The
surrounding beauty presents golfers with
spectacular views and exciting challenges
at each hole. Enjoy the clubhouse and full
driving range. Callaway rental clubs and
shoes, as well as the amenities such as the
drink cart, well-stocked bar, pro shop, and
full-service restaurant are also available.

DURATION |

4 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

DURATION |

MARTINIQUE SPLENDOR

Take a journey to one of Saint Lucia’s best
fishing spots, teeming with cavalli, snapper,
mackerel, barracuda and other shallow
water fish. You’ll be fully-equipped to reel
in an awesome catch with a combination
of hand lines, casting rods, fresh bait,
a range of synthetic lures and a highly
knowledgeable captain and crew.

It’s a day of shopping, swimming and
snorkeling in neighboring Martinique, the
“Paris of the Caribbean.” Enjoy an hour
and a half journey aboard a power catamaran,
which includes a light barbeque lunch. This is
a wonderful opportunity to experience a “little
bit of Europe in the Caribbean.”

3 hrs

WARM’R

DURATION |

8 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

VIEUX FORT/ SOUFRIERE/ CASTRIES

VIEUX FORT/ SOUFRIERE/ CASTRIES

WILD’R

DURATION |

4 hrs

LOCATION
VIEUX FORT/ SOUFRIERE/ CASTRIES

3 rounds per week and unlimited rounds per week
packages are available upon request. Includes greens
fees and golf cart.

REEF FISHING BONANZA

Fish caught become property of the captain. We cannot
guarantee that fish will be caught.
WILD’R

MILD’R

Please note, this tour takes you off of the island of
Saint Lucia and into the country of Martinique; as
such, we will need an updated passport number
72-hours prior to the tour in order to clear customs.
Passport will be required on the tour.

DEEP SEA SPORT FISHING

MUTINY EXPLORER BY LAND & SEA

Climb aboard one of our customized Bertram
boats and get ready for an incredible offshore
experience. Recognized as one of the most
active fishing grounds in the Caribbean, you
can wrangle in blue marlin, wahoo, mahi
mahi, tuna and sailfish, just to name a few.
Sit back, drink a beer and enjoy the day as
the captain trolls the ocean. Our highlyskilled crew can assist with anything you may
need so you can reel in a big one!

Take charge of your own private tour!
Sail down the coast and enjoy the island’s
beautiful scenery aboard a catamaran.
Once in Soufriere, a private chauffeured
vehicle will take you around the island on
a completely customizable experience. You
can visit the drive-in volcano, mineral baths,
the Botanical Gardens, stunning waterfalls,
world-class restaurants and drop into a few
local hotspots. End the day sailing into the
sunset, past Marigot Bay.

We cannot guarantee that fish will be caught. Private
charters available. Fish remains the property of
the captain.

WARM’R

DURATION | 10 hrs
LOCATION
CASTRIES

We cannot guarantee that fish will be caught. Private
charters available. Fish remains the property of
the captain.

WARM’R

HELICOPTER ISLAND TOUR

LIMO AIRPORT TRANSFER

Explore the beauty of Saint Lucia from
above, on this exciting helicopter tour. Your
sky-high adventure gives you a complete
tour of the island’s renowned sites, such as
Castries, Marigot Bay, Rodney Bay, Pigeon
Point, the Pitons and Sulphur Springs. Plus,
take a rare peak at remote sites including
waterfalls, untouched beaches, coral reefs,
valleys, rivers, interior mountains, plantations
and more!

Experience the epitome of luxury with an
Island Routes’ private limousine transfer.
Take a ride in supreme comfort and style to
the hotel or villa of your choice to and from
Hewanorra International Airport (UVF)
or George F.L. Charles Airport (SLU).

DURATION | 25 mins

MILD’R

DURATION | Varies

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

VIEUX FORT/ SOUFRIERE/ CASTRIES

HELICOPTER SHUTTLE TRANSFER

READING ROAD TRIP

Ride in style and hop aboard our helicopter
for a sky-high transfer from Vieux Fort to
Castries. Get a bird’s-eye view of the island’s
mountains and lush terrain as you soar to
your destination.

Give back during your vacation by
participating in a Reading Road Trip, a
unique opportunity created by the Sandals
Foundation to engage with Caribbean
children and enhance their lives as part of
our ‘Community Routes’ Program. This
memorable experience is more than just
about reading a story...it’s an enlightening
opportunity that pairs you with a small
group of children, ages 3-10 years old, at
their local school. Guests are encouraged
to donate a new or gently used book to the
school’s library.

Available to and from Hewanorra International
Airport (UVF), a taxi will transfer you to and from
your hotel.

WARM’R

MILD’R

DURATION | 15 mins

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

CASTRIES

CASTRIES

PRIVATE AIRPORT TRANSFER

DUTY-FREE SHOPPING HIGHLIGHT

Island Routes’ private transfer service is the
best way to ensure you start and finish your
trip with great style. Take a ride in comfort
and luxury to the hotel or villa of your choice
from Hewanorra International Airport (UVF)
or George F.L. Charles Airport (SLU).

It pays to be in-the-know when it comes to
fashion! Join us as we head to a duty-free
mecca, where you’ll find great deals and
beautiful souvenirs. Enjoy shopping for
designer jewelry, watches, perfumes, local
crafts and art handmade by artisans. You’re
sure to find the perfect souvenir!
Remember to take a picture ID and your flight
information for duty-free purchases.

MILD’R

DURATION | Varies

MILD’R

DURATION |

2 hrs

LOCATION

LOCATION

VIEUX FORT/ SOUFRIERE/ CASTRIES

CASTRIES

It’s more than a slogan. It’s about
positivity and making the most of every
moment. It’s the joy that comes from
inspiring your senses, feeling fulfilled
and enjoying great company.

This is the philosophy we live by and it’s reflected in everything we do.
We’re all about giving you the experience of a lifetime and sharing in the
joy that those experiences bring. Our adventures aren’t just an add-on to
your vacation; they’re the takeaway that will leave your heart racing, your
mind blown and they’ll be the driving force behind your desire to return to
the Caribbean. At Island Routes, when you’re having the time of your life,
so are we.
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MOMENitT!
& share
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Tell us about your Island Routes experience on TripAdvisor.

Follow @islandroutes
AN awesome photo

Share from your tour
ivefunner &
Tag #l
@islandroutes

Book your

adventure

| BAHAMAS
JAMAICA | ANTIGUA | SAINT LUCIA
AND CAYMAN | GRENADA
TURKS & CAICOS | BARBADOS | GR
TEN | ARUBA | MEXICO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC | ST. MAAR

Caribbean

1-800-744-1150

Outside
North America

North America

305-663-4364 1-877-768-8370

ISLANDROUTES.COM

